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MFB-31-CitroTech® is a Green Technology, and 
it is a Fire Chemistry Breakthrough for the Entire World

Our finished goods chemistry never needs to be re-blended after it 
has been created. This supports large tanks in our Wildfire Defense 
Systems, so they are ready when needed to defend your property.
Our formulation was created to be applied in an atomized manner, 
such as from a backpack cannon sprayer.  Applying our chemistry in 
this manner makes it cost effective, and it also conserves water.  
In the future you, will see Mighty Fire BreakerIn the future you, will see Mighty Fire Breaker® fire extinguisher 
products which will have a number of uses, including extinguishing 
lithium battery fires.  These extinguishing products will be composed 
of similar constituents, but with different loading.
Mighty Fire Breaker®, Creates Environmentally Clean, Fire Inhibitor 
Products at Quality-Controlled Facilities which are Audited by the EPA     
          Safer Choice and UL GreenGuard Gold.
          For more information contact us at           For more information contact us at 
                                          info@mightyfirebreaker.com

 MFB-31-CitroTech® Chemistry is made from100% natural materials, 
and we use a safe, food-grade cling substance that does not harm our and we use a safe, food-grade cling substance that does not harm our 
eco-systems nor our aquatic environments. The bio chemical used to 
create our clear proactive fire defense coating is also used on medicines 
as defensive, enteric coatings.  This coating protects our fire inhibitor 
chemistry after it has been sprayed on dry vegetation.  For example, 
humidity and fog does not easily degrade its ability to interrupt the ability of 
fire to ignite, spread and survive.
Our MFB-31 Citrotech® fire inhibitor is meant to be applied before fire Our MFB-31 Citrotech® fire inhibitor is meant to be applied before fire 
arrives, and not so much as a fire extinguisher. We make the claim 
that if the proper equipment and amount of our chemistry is applied to 
what fire needs to advance upon to survive, it will stop the ability of fire 
to advance. This approach fights fire more safely, before it arrives, and with 
much less water. 
Our potassium-rich, odorless, citric dry constituents 
are very hygroscopic.  This allows our formula to are very hygroscopic.  This allows our formula to 
absorb our aqueous delivery agent, which is water, 
without any fall-out of the constituents. 


